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t
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SUMMARY
A stoppable helicopter rotor with circulation control was investigated inthe Ames 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The model was tested as a rota ng wing,
a fixed wing, and during transition start/stop sequences. The objectives were
to determine the capability of the model's control system to maintain pitch-
and roll-moment balance during the start/stop sequence, to assess the ability
of the blades to withstand the start/stop loads, to determine the adequacy of
the control system to maintain balance in the helicopter mode, and to assess
the control system capabilities in the flxed-wlng mode. This report presents
tlme-hlstory data of several start/stop sequences of the X-wing rotor, and the
steady-state data relating to the model as both a rotor and as a fixed-wlng
aircraft. In addition, stability data are presented which were acquired during ,




The maximum forward speed and lifting capability of a helicopter in for-
ward flight can be limited by retreating blade stall. Traditionally, the solu-
tion to this problem has been to add more blade area, to employ a separate
wing, or to use a second contrarotating rotor. Without exception these
approaches have not been completely successful and additional limiting problems
i have ensued. To avoid this problem, the X-Wing aircraft was developed to stop
b the rotor in a preset orientation and to allow the aircraft to achieve higher
i forward flight speeds, with its weight supported by the stopped rotor and with
l propulsion supplied by other suitable means. This requires a rotor consider-
I ably stiffer than those employed by conventional helicopters, with airfoils
efficient in both forward and reverse flow. The yaw angle was maintained at
0 ° throughout the test program.
TEST MODULE
The test module incorporated a faired body whose purpose was to simulate
a fuselage, to provlds a support platform for and to house the rotor drive
: systems and the high pressure air system. The rotor drive system consisted of
a I00 hp variable speed motor and transmission. The module was designed to
have two motor-compressor units housed in the faired body; however, for the
tests reported herein, the high-pressure air system was located under the
tunnel test-section flooring, and ducting was provided alongside one of the
two lateral support struts (fig. 1). An overflow dump valve, downstream, with
: respect to the circulation control air path, of the two motor-compressor
! units, was used as a safety and airflow control valve. An airflow measuring!
! venturl meter was downstream of the dump valve, and the air was then ducted up
_' to a plenum chamber located Just below the hub.
i
The hub contained pneumatic valves to permit control of the airflow to
the blades in a collective manner and in a basically cyclic IP (once per revo-
lution) manner. Additional capability of 2P blowing as well as means for
leading- and/or trailing-edge blowing was provided. The blade connection to
the hub also allowed for mechanical collective pitch change.
i
ROTOR BLADES
Figure 2 shows a typical X-Wing blade cross section. Airflow was possible
from both leading edges and trailing edges along the entire blade span. The
traillng-edge jet nozzle continued around the blade tip to approximately the
mldchord point. The nozzle slot width was adjustable along the leading and
trailing edges. Airflow out the nozzles provided the circulation control. As
the airflow increased by increasing the air pressure in the duct, the jet was
deflected by the Coanda effect to increase the blade llft without changing
the geometric angle-of-attack of the section.
The blades were attached to the hub without articulation except for col-lective pitch chang s. No mechanical mechanism fo cyclic pitch was provided.
The blade and hub connection was quite stiff resulting in a flap frequency of
1.4P at the design rpm. Figure 3 presents the blade/hub bending frequencies.
Instrumentation
I The pitch moment, roll moment, and thrust data were obtained from four
load cells which were attached between the rotor hub and the supporting struc-
ture. The load cells, located adjacent to the plenum chamber, were subject to
a highly variable temperature environment. In addition to the airflow meter,
the module contained many other sensors for temperatures, positions, and
strains. In the interest of brevity, these and the rest of the instrumentation
associated with the testing of the X-Wing rotor are identified by their titles
as listed in the section entitled "Data Reduction and Presentation."
Hub Moment Feedback Control System
. The control system is illustrated in figure 4 by a block diagram. The
load cells contained within the test module were used as pitch and roll sen-
: sots. Control stability measurements were collected during both fixed- and
rotary-wing modes, and open-loop Bode plots were obtained for the control
loops associated with the moments about the longitudinal and lateral axis. A
complete discussion of both control measurement and analysis is contained in
reference 2.
2
The X-Wing model used a circulation-controlled airfoil on very stiff non-
articulated blades capable of supporting the aircraft in fixed-wing flight.
The circulation control is accomplished by blowing high pressure air over a
rounded trailing edge of an elllptical alrfoil, exploiting the Coanda effect.
The elliptlcal leading and trailing edges are indistinguishable when the blades
are stopped, thus blowing out either end of tlle major axis of the elliptical
airfoil provides the necessary efficiency in both forward and reverse flow.
For this system, the lift on the airfoil is a function of the quantity of blow-
ing air, hence, roll- and pitch-moment control of the model can be achieved
through control of the blowing on all four blades. No mechanical control sur-
• face or actuator is required other than a nonrotating air valve that modulates
the airflow to the blades (ref. I).
The most complex portion of the flight is the conversion from rotary-wing
i to fixed-wing operation. The aerodynamic aspects of the conversion encompass
conditions of relatively high forward velocity over the advancing blade and
reverse velocity over a portion of the retreating blade. Obviously, as the
rotor is slowed and stopped, these conditions are changing constantly. For the
X-Wing, the problem is not only to maintain sufficient lift for flight but also
to assure a moment balance acting across the rotor disk, so as to maintain
trimmed flight. The X-Wing design treats the lift and moment balance problems
by blowing out of both the leading- and trailing-edge slots in the mixed flow
region and by using cyclic pressure inputs which are controlled by a hub-moment
feedback control system that senses the moments being developed by the rotor.
This report presents the results of the X-Wing model tests made in the
Ames Research Center 40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. The objectives were to
determine the adequacy of the control system in maintaining pitch and roll
moment balance during the start/stop sequences, to assess the ability of the
blades to withstand the stopping/starting loads, to determine the adequacy of
the control system to maintain balance in the helicopter mode, and to assess
the system's capabilities in the fixed-wing mode (Rotor Data Reduction System
40- by 80-Foot Wind Tunnel. Ames internal document by Wayne Johnson and
F. Silva.) A further objective was to determine the stability of the automatic
hub-moment feedback control system during all modes of flight. Presented
herein are time-history data of the several successful starts and stops of the
X-Wing rotor at high forward speeds and the steady-state data obtained relating
to the model as rotary-wing and as a fixed-wing aircraft. Also included are the
stability data acquired during open-loop and closed-loop hub moment feedback
control system stability teats.
MODEL DESCRIPTION
General
Figure I shows the X-Wing model on the test module as installed in the
wind tunnel. The balance system struts and an air duct to the module were
provided with fairings to minimize the extraneous airloada applied to the mea-
suring system. The module pitch attitude (rotor-shaft angle of attack) was
remotely controlled using an extendable tail strut.
Data Reduction and Presentation
Because of the variety of rotor operating conditions implicit in the con-
cept of the X-Wing, tests were m_de and the data are presented for three oper-.
sting regimes.
Fixed-win 6 mode- Steady-state data for the tare measurements and the
tested operations are presented in appendix A. Table I presents the quantities
for each fixed wing run.
TABLE I.- FIXED-WING MODE DATA DEFINITIONS AND ORDER OF PRESENTATION
Column no. Symbols Parameter Units
Col I VKTS Tunnel velocity knots _i
QPSF, q Tunnel dynamic pressure Ib/ft 2 i_iiMTUN Tunnel Mach number
PST Tunnel static pressure ib/in.2 ,i
RHOIO0 Tunnel air density Ib-sec2/ft _
Col 2 THETA Rotor collective blade angle deg
BAR Barometric pressure in. Hg
PTC Total circulation control air gauge ib/in. 2
pressure
WC Circulation control air mass flow ib/sec
TEMPC Circulation control air output °F
temperature
Col 3 XTEL Rotor blade traillng edge airflow control
actuator position
RPO Plenum pressure ratio
PTP Plenum gauge pressure ib/in. 2
TEMPP Plenum air temperature °F
WP Plenum airflow to rotor blades Ib/sec
Col 4 XLEL Rotor blade leading edge airflow control
actuator position
PT59T Reference rotor blade peak slot pressure lb/in. 2
on trailing edge at blade station
0.59R
PTRT Reference rotor blade peak gauge pres- lb/in. 2
sure on trailing edge at blade root lb/in. 2
XP Pitch cyclic actuator position in.
CPP Pneumatic power coefficient;
550 (rotor pneumatic hp)
1.689 qS (VKTS)
Col 5 ALFS, C Rotor shaft angle of attack deg
PT 59 L Reference rotor blade peak slot pressure Ib/In. 2
on leading edge st blade station
0.59R
VJR Rotor blade root Jet airflow velocity ft/sec
i TABLE 1.- CONCLUDED
Column no. Symbols Parameter Units
Col 5 - XR Roll cyclic actuator position in.
concluded CMU100 Airflow momentum coefficient multiplied
_WP)(VJR)
by I00; 32.174(qS)
Col 6 CLH Lift coefficient, as measured at rotor
lift
hub, --qS
CDE Total drag coefficient, drag
' qS
I FE Equivalent flat-plate drag area; ft2q
ANGX/L Inclination of thrust vector deg
CL'H Roll moment coefficient, as measured at
roll
rotor hub; qS-'-_
CMH Pitch moment coefficient, as measured
at rotor hub; pitch
qSc
llft
Col 7 CL Lift coefficient;
qS
CD Drag coefficient; qS
side force
CY Side force coefficient;
qS
yaw
CN Yaw moment coefficient; qSb
roll
CL' Roll moment coefficient;
pitch
_. CM Pitch moment coefficient; qSc
where: b = X-Wing fixed-blade semispan = 8.839 ft
c = rotor blade chord = 0.051 ft
R = rotor radius = 12.500 ft
S = rotor blade planform area - 70.7 ft 2
p = current tunnel air density
Rotary wing mode- Steady-state and dynamic data for both tare mea-
suraments and test conditions are presented in appendix B. Table 2 presents
the quantities for each rotary wing run.
TABLE 2,- ROTARY WING MODE DATA DEFINITIONS AND ORDER OF PRESENTATION
Column no. Symbols Parameter Units
Col I VKTS See table I, column I knots
QPSP, q See cable I, column 1 ib/fr 2
MTUN See table I, column 1
PST See Cable I, column 1 ib/i'n.2
RHI00 See Cable I, column 1 ib-sec2/ft _
Col 2 RPM, f Rotor rotating velocity rpm
V/OR Rotor advance ratio
TIPM Rotor blade rotating tip Mach number
TEMP Tunnel temperature °F
OMEG*R, fiR Rotor blade rotating tip speed ft/sec
i Col 3 THETA See Cable I, column 2
BAR See Cable I, column 2
PTC See table I, column 2
TEMPC See Cable I, column 2
WC See cable I, column 2
CPCRIO0 Compressor horsepower coefficient;
550 (horsepower)
pS (_R)_
Col 4 X2P 2/Rev. actuator position in.
VJR See Cable I, column 5
PTP See Cable I, column 3
TEMPP See Cable I, column 3
WP See Cable I, column 3
CPPRIO0 Pneumatic horsepower coefficient multl-
plied by I00; 550 (horsepower) , I00
oS (fR)_
Col 5 XLEL See Cable I, column 4
XTEL See Cable i, column 3
XR See table I, column 5
XP See table i, column 4
WP (VJR)
CMURIO0 Rotor airflow coefficlent, oS(_R) z
Col 6 RPO See table I, column 3
PTRT See table I, column 4
PT59L See table I, column 5
PT59T See table I, column 4
CPSIO0 Rotor shaft horsepower coefficient,
550_horsepower) , I00
multiplied by I00, oS(flR)3
Col 7 ALFS, C See table I, column 5
L/D Rotor llft to rotor drag ratio
ANGX/L See table I, column 6
FE See table l, column 6




Column no. Symbols Parameter Units
llft
Col 8 CLR/S Rotor lift coefficient, pS(nR) 2




CT Rotor thrust coefficient; oS(RR) 2t
CNRH Rotor pitch moment coefficient, as
pitch
measured at rotor hub; oSR(RR)2




Col 9 CXR/S Rotor drag coefficient; pS(flR)2
yaw
CMZ/S Yaw moment coefficient; pSR(RR)2
CTH Rotor lift coeff_".ent, as measured at
llft
rotor hub; 0s(flk)_
CPRIO0 Rotor total power coefficient, multi-
plied by I00; CPSIO0 + CPPRIO0
CQ/S Rotor shaft torque coefficient;
(CMZ/S)cos(ALFS,C)+(CMX/S)sin(ALFS,C)
Col I0 CYR/S Rotor side force coefficient;
side force
PS(_R)I roll
CMX/S Rotor roll coefficient; oSR(RR)2
H force
CH Rotor H force coefficient; pS(GR) z
,CL'RH Rotor roll moment coefficient, as mea-
roll
sured at rotor hub, pSR(_R)Z
CQO/S Total rotary torque minus induced and
propulsive torque; CQ/S - (CQ/S)idea 1
Transient modes- Conversion tests, from fixed-wins to rotary-win8 modes
and the reverse, were conducted at several wind-tunnel conditions. Figures 5
through 18 show time histories of the starts and stops for which the followin 8
quantities were recorded. These time-history plots were 8enerated by Lockheed-
California Company from digital data provided by Ames Research Center.
TABLE 3.- TIME HISTORY PLOTS
Parameter Units Figure
i_ Rotor azimuth sine (_) 5a-18a
I Rotor speed rpm 5a-18a
Roll cyclic error V 5a-18a
Pitch cyclic error V 5a-18a
Rotor rolling moment in.-lb a 5b-18b
Rotor pitching moment in.-ib_ 5b-18b
Rotor shaft torque in_-lb- 5b-18b
I Rotor thrust Ib- 5b-18b
Pilot input roll command V 5c-18c
Pilot input pitch command V _ 5c-18c
Roll
cyclic actuator in._ 5c-18c
Pitch cyclic actuator in. 5c-18c
Blade flap bending moment, blade #I cuff in.-Ib 5d-18d
Blade chord bending moment, blade #I at cuff in.-ib 5d-18d
Blade torsion bending moment, blade #I at cuff in._ib 5d-18d
Blade feathering angle deg d 5d-18d
Bla(e flap bending moment, blade #I cuff in.-ib e 5e-18e
Blade flap bending moment, blade #2 cuff in.-Ib? 5e-18e3 _ IS
Blade flap bending moment, blade #4 cuff in.-Ib 5e-18e
Blade chord bending moment, blade #I cuff in.-Ib 5f-18f
Blade chord bending moment, blade #2 cuff in.-Ib 5f-18f
Blade chord bending moment, blade #3 cuff in.-Ib 5f-18f
Blade chord bending moment, blade #4 cuff in.-ib 5f-18f
r Load cell thrust ib 5g-lag
i_ Blade torsional moment, blade #I 40Z radial station in.-ib 5g-18g
Blade chord bending moment, blade #I 25% radial station in.-ib 5g-18g
Blade chord bending moment, blade #I 40% radial station in.-ib 5g-18g
Plenum pressure Ib/in. 2 5h-18h
Total pressure trailing edge duct, blade #1, at root lb/in. 2 5h-lab
Total pressure trailing edge duct, blade #1, at 29% radial lb/in. 2 5h-18h
station
Total pressure trailing edge duct, blade #!, at 44% radial lb/in. 2 5h-18h
station
• , L
_As obtained from the model moment and thrust sensors.
i As commanded by model automatic control system to drive the cyclic error
slgna_ (fig. §a) to zero.
_From strain gauge rotor shaft.
_odel has no cyclic feathering system, so sisnal reflects looseness of
collective system.




i t L i J i i J
Parameter Units Figure
it t _ i
Static pressure trailln$ edge duct, blade #I at 44Z radial ib/In, z $1-181
station
Static pressure trailing edge duct, blade #1 st 59X radial lb/£n. 2 5i-18i
station
Static pressure traillng edge duct, blade #I at 74_ radlal 1b/In. 2 51-181
station
Static pressure trailing edge duct, blade #1 at 88Z radial 1b/in. 2 5i-18i
I station
Total pressure trailing edge duct, blade #1 at 59% radial lb/in. 2 5J-18J
t ti
i Total pressure trailing edge duct, blade #1 at 74_ radial lb/in. 2 5J-IRJ i
station _
Rotor blade trailing-edge slot deflection, blade #I at in. 5J-18J
b 29_ radial station 1!Rotor blade trailing-edge slot deflectlon, blade #I at in. 5J-18J
44Z radial station i
Total pressure, trailing edge duct, blade #I at 59% radial ib/in. 2 5k-18k !
station
Total pressure, trailing edge duct, blade #3 at 59_ radial ib/in. 2 5k-18k
station
Total pressure, trailing edge duct, blade #4 at 59% radial ib/in. 2 5k-18k
station
Total pressure, trailing edge duct, blade #I at 74Z radial ib/in. _ 5k-18k
station
Total pressure, leading edge duct, blade #I at 59Z radlal 1b/in. 2 5£-18£
i station
Total pressure, leading edge duct, blade #3 at 59X radial 1b/in. 2 5&-lS&
station
Total pressure, leading edge duct, blade #4 at 59Z radial ib/in. 2 5_-18_
station
Total pressure, leadin_ edge duct, blade #1 at 72Z radial lb/in, z 5t-18t
station
Rotor blade trailing-edge slot deflection, blade #1 at in. g 5m-lSm
59Z radial station
Rotor blade trailing-edge slot deflection, blade #1 at in. g 5m-18a
74Z radial station
Rotor blade trailing-edge slot deflection, blade #1 at in. 5m-18m
88Z radial station
Static pressure, trailing edge duct, blade #1 at root lb/in. 2 5m-18m
where: _ = reference rotor blade azimuth angle with respect to O" over
empennage ....
Durin 8 presalected test conditions, the Dynamic Analysis System (DAS) was
utilized to assess on-line the hub-moment feedback control system stability.
The measurments recorded ere listed in table 4 and the Sods plots for the
tabulated conditions are presented in fiEures 19 through 61, From these
plots, two important parameters, galn margln and phase margin, may be obtained
which define the relative stability of the control loop under examination. _
Gain mar$in is defined as the magnitude of transfer function (in dB) evaluated
at the frequency where the phase angle is -180 °. The phase margin is defined
as the phase angle (deg) above -180 ° st the gain crossover frequency (i.e.,
dB " 0). 2'3
i TABLE 4.- HUB MOMENTFEEDBACKCONTROLSYSTEM STABILITY DATA
Feedback control loop condition
Figure Run Point
Roll loop Pitch loop
19 23 20 Open Stability test
20 23 38-I Stability test Open
21 23 38-2 Open Stability test
22 23 38-3 Closed Stability test
23 25 9 Open Stability test
24 25 I0 Stability test Open
25 25 II Closed Stability test
26 27 16 Open Stability test
27 27 17 Stability test Open
28 27 18 Closed Stability test
29 27 19 Stability test Closed
30 34 14 Stability test Open
31 34 15 Open Stability test
32 34 16 Stability test Closed
33 34 17 Closed Stability test
34 35 3 Stability test Open
35 35 4 Open Stability test
36 35 5 Stability test Closed
37 35 6 Closed Stability test :!
38 36 4 Stability test Open
'I
39 36 5 Closed Stability test
40 38 8 Stability test Open
41 38 9 Open Stability test
42 38 IO Open Stability test
43 39 4 Stability test Open
44 39 5 Open Stability test
45 39 7 Open Stability teat
- 46 39 8 Stability test Open
47 39 9 Stability test Closed
48 39 11 Open Stability test
49 39 12 Stability test Open
50 39 14 Open Stability test




Feedback control loop condition
Figure Run Point
Ro:l loop Pitch loop
52 39 21 Stability test Open
53 40 16 Open Stability test
54 40 17 Stability test Open
55 40 18 Open Stability test
56 40 19 Closed Stability test57 40 22 Stability test Open
5_ 46 5 Stability test Open
59 46 7 Open Stability test
i 60 46 8 Closed Stability test
61 46 II Open Stability test
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The test objectives as set forth in the introduction of this report were
successfully met. The X-Wing control system was able to maintain pitch- and
roll-moment balance in the rotary-wlng mode and during the start/stop
sequences, the blades were able to withstand the loads encountered in the
starting and stopping procedures, and the capabilities of the control system
in the fixed-wing mode were determined. The automatic hub-moment feedback
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Figure I.- X-Wing rotor installation in wind tunnel.
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Figure 2.- X-Wlng blade cross section.
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1 6 10 20
FREQUENCY. Hz
GAIN MARGIN. dB = 11.2
Flsure 19.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stablllty;
fixed-wing mode. Pitch loop stability measurement rich roll loop open.
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1 5 10 20
FREQUENCY, Hz
GAIN MARGIN, dB = 19.5
Flgure 20.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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-36O 1 5 10 20
FREQUENCY, Hz
GAIN MARGIN, dB = 10.0
¥1sure 21.- Bode plot of measured hub-_ment feedback control stabillty;
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1 5 10 20
FREQUENCY, Hz
GAIN MARGIN, dO - 9.8
Flsure 22.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 23.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wing mode. Pitch loop stability measurement with roll loop open.
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Fisure 24.- Bode plot o5 measured hub-moaent _eedbeck control stability;
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Fisure 25.- Bode ploc of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wln& mode. Pitch loop stabillty measurement with roll loop closed.
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FtBure 26.- Bode plot of measured hub-mnt feedback control stability;
rotary-vln s mode, Pitch loop stability measurement vlth roll loop open.
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Figure 27.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wing mode. Roll loop stability measurement with pitch loop open.
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Figure 28.- Bode plot of measured hub-u_mnt feedback control stability;
rotary-vlng mode. Pitch loop stabillty measurement with pitch loop closed.
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Figure 29.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stabillty;
rotary-wlng mode. Roll loop stability measurement with pitch loop closed.
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r Fisure 30.- Bode plot of masured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 31.- Bode plot of measured hub-._nent feedback control stability;
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Figure 32.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback co.ttol stability;
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Figure 33.- _Jode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wln 8 mode. Pitch loop stability measurement with roll loop closed.
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Figure 34.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wln s Bode. lto11 loop stabillty measurement vlth pitch loop open.
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Figure 35.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wing mode. pitch loop stabilit_ measurement with roll loop open.
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Figure 36.- Bode plot of measured hub-moaent feedback control stability;
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Figure 37.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Fisure 38.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wins mode. Roll loop stability measurement with pitch loop open.
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Figure 39.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stabillty;
rotary-wln s mode. Pitch loop stabillty measurement with roll loop closed.
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Figure 40.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability; i
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Figure 41.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-win8 mode. Pitch Icop stability measurementwith roll loop open.
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Figure 42.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 43.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability; _'
flxed-win8 mode. Roll loop stabllity measurement vlth pitch loop open. j
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Figure 44.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 45.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability; :_
fixed-vlngmode. Pitch loop stability measurementwith roll loop open.
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Figure 46.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stabllity;
fixed-wlng mode. Roll loop stabillty measurement vlth pitch loop open.
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Figure 47.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
fixed-wlng mode. Roll loop stability measurement with pitch Ioop closed.
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Fisure 48.- Bod_ plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;






iFigure 49.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
fixed-wing Node. Roll loop stability measurement with pitch loop open.
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Fisure 50.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 51.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
fixed-wing mode. Roll loop stability measurement with pitch loop open.
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Figure 52.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 53.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability; i_
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Figure 54.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stabllity;
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Figure 55.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
rotary-wingmode. Pitch loop stability measurementwith roll loop open.
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Figure 56.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Flguze 57.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control sCabillty;
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Figure 58.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stab111ty;
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Figure 59.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 60.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability;
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Figure 61.- Bode plot of measured hub-moment feedback control stability; "
rotary-wing mode. Pitch loop stability measurement with roll loop open.
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